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Overview

As the age old stereotype of L.A., the City of Angels’ featuring beachwear, 
Botox and botched peroxide hair is fast subsiding, a growing number of 
new wave designers, creatives and influential tastemakers are dubbing the 
Californian capital both their workplace and their home. 

Over recent years Los Angeles has become a hub of both physical and 
creative growth. With the extension of the Metro’s Expo Line, both residents 
and tourists alike can ride from Downtown all the way to Santa Monica 
with ease. The additional line expansions are planned that will provide easy 
access to upcoming areas such as Little Tokyo and the fashion-forward La 
Brea. This provides easy access to new dining, shopping and art destinations 
with ease. 

The city has also been graced with three new museums providing a 
plethora of inspiration. The Broad, designed by Diller Scofidio + Renfro 
in collaboration with Gensler is located in Downtown LA close to the 
Moca (Museum of Contemporary Art), plus the Hauser Wirth & Schimmel 
Gallery which is also in Downtown. In addition, the Museum of Neon Art in 
Glendale, which encourages learning, expression and curiosity through the 
preservation,collection and interpretation of neon and electric art. 

These developments have positioned L.A as a front-runner with regards to 
emerging design movements and a source of inspiration for our product 
designs and trend analysis.
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Street
Life

Artists of all kinds have taken to the streets to make their mark, 
and we've been paying attention. There are artistic, colour pieces 
all over Los Angeles, just as unique as the work within the gallery 
walls. 



Shape
 & Form



Considering the wider impact

Focus not just on physical design but the 
effect it can make on a space. Reflection, 
light & shadow.

Beyond the skyline, Los Angeles is full of Architectural wonders 
and interiors. It is well known that some of the city’s most amazing 
designs are hidden among the celebrity-filled hills, however 
inspiration can be found everywhere from public spaces to retail 
interiors. As a brand, LA is the place to showcase what you are about.

Multi-faceted Shapes

Provide inspiration for 
EDT bottles.

Dyeing & Colour Run

Texture move-ons from 
marble and stone trends.



MO-CA

Shape, Print & Pattern 
Combinations
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GIFT
SETS

Gift Sets, Collections and Products.
LA brands featuring a range of components, 
colours, packaging & styles.



SKIN
SETS

Simple & Bright

Bright colours, simple 
names and line imagery.

Skin hydrating 
set in a bottle

Skin & Hydrating 
set in a bottle



Bright Colour Play

Therapy Masks
Moisture & Chemical Symbols

Egg ingredient 
face sets

Collagen Boost Masks
New textures, massage gel 
for clear skin.

FACE
MASKS



Black Text on Black 
Bottle, Altered 
textures to 
create style.

New componentry with 
minimal graphic

Simple colour balance
Aqua on matt white

Products
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Complex pattern & colour to create 
both contemporary and vintage effects. 

Bright florals, simple/
sleek labelling.

Ombre effects
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Slogan trends still current. Pink, white 
and red colour ways. Love, XO’s and 
hearts still popular.

SEASONAL HashTag & Slogan

Novelty Packaging



WILD 
Personalisation, individualisation and 
customisation. Brands that replicate 
the trend and create their own.

CITIES



Sephora best seller

True to ingredient, true to packaging. Products 
focussed on natural properties & powers, all 
reflected in plant based packaging.

Cosmetics focussing on nature, outdoors and 
contrast. Bringing the natural into organic 
cosmetics, retail stores and print. 

Bringing greenery to the 
city street

Simple, medicinal style 
packaging.



Pop Art embellishment trend still 
very current. Featuring Bowie 
symbols, custom badges and 
distressed pattern effects.

UNTITLED



Slogans/Typography/Icons


